
ELECTIONS IN INDIA 2014 ESSAY HELP

Here is your essay on Indian General Election ! India gained its independence and a democratic status in and the
general elections coming ahead in.

India is home to million Muslims, who are underrepresented in its democratic institutions. Enact a law that
requires all non-government controlled employers with over employees to implement an apprentice program.
Start 75 new medical colleges. Slowdown of economy also has made the Indian Middle Class worried thus
forcing it to vote in a different manner with a feeling that a change in the government will result in betterment
of the economic woes and that rampant corruption will also be checked. Double spending on education to 6
percent of its GDP by  Ensure a pucca lit. Introduce a pension bill for small and marginal farmers to provide
social security after 60 years of age. Reduce air pollution by eliminating all crop residue burning. The main
issues National security has dominated the election campaigning in the wake of a military standoff with
neighbouring Pakistan following a suicide attack in Indian-administered Kashmir. Raise doctor-to-population
ratio to  More than 11 million election officials, including security forces, will be deployed across more than
one million polling stations to "conduct the biggest management event of any kind". Facebook and Google
have promised not to allow malicious content on their platforms and will report fake news and hate speech to
the election commission. The fundamentals of moderation and accommodation that undergird Indian politics
compelled him to reach out to Muslimsâ€”at least rhetoricallyâ€”and to talk about building the economy
rather than building a temple. The answer, as the results have now clearly shown, is an overwhelming yes. In
the past five years under the Bharatiya Janata Party BJP government, social tensions have gone up due to
attacks on minority groups such as Dalits and Muslims. Issues[ edit ] Allegations of undermining institutions[
edit ] The opposition parties have accused the NDA government is destroying democratic institutions and
processes. According to this report, the â€” "usual status" [note 3] unemployment rate in India is 6. At least 2,
political parties are registered with the Election Commission of India - an autonomous constitutional body -
for the 17th House of the People elections. Results will be announced on May  The MPs from the winning
party or coalition elect their leader who then becomes the country's prime minister. According to Business
Today , this report is the "first comprehensive survey on employment conducted by a government agency after
Prime Minister Narendra Modi announced demonetisation move in November ". According to the report,
while BJP has also nominated candidates from political dynasties, its better public relations operation "can
leap to its defence when attacked on the same grounds". The Congress asked voters to examine whether they
wanted to elect Modi, a man who had ruled the state of Gujarat when more than a thousand peopleâ€”mostly
Muslimsâ€”were killed in religious riots, in , who was known for his autocratic temperament, and whose
political education was shaped by Hindu nationalists. The electoral body also uses digital cameras,
videotaping of speeches and the use of wireless networks during the election process. Establish , health and
wellness centres. However, they state that if the BJP pressures public facilities and commercial establishments
to show it exclusively during the elections then that would lead to abuse. To check the misuse of social media,
candidates are required to declare their social media accounts. Launch a "Study in India" program to bring
foreign students to institutes of higher education.


